
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE AS A ROMANTIC COMEDY CRITICAL

ANALYSIS

The various characteristics of Romantic comedies are present in 'The Merchant of Venice'. The leading themes of most
of these plays were Love and Friendship.

The strongest argument discounting Merchant as a true comedy is that though Antonio appears to be the major
protagonist in the story, he is also as far outside the magic circle as his villain, Shylock. Our understanding of
this fact does not lessen the horror we feel at his cruelty towards Antonio but, we are able to remember that the
passion for revenge is a common human failing. To a modern day audience the play is very anti-Semitic
because Shakespeare age based their prejudice on religious grounds as the Elizabethan inherited the fiction,
fabricated by the early Church, that the Jews murdered Christ and were therefore in league with the devil and
were actively working to subvert spread of Christianity. Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website!
Related Papers. There is also a predominance of young people and many pairs of lovers and multiple
marriages are present in the play. Likewise, the resolution of Antonio's conflict comes with his release from
Shylock's bond and the news that his ships have safely reached port V. But there is ambiguity as to who is the
hero of the play. This kind of romance is normal to Elizabethan Audience because there is no alive interfering
adult, however a modern day audience would consider this kind of courtship not leading freely to choose a
marriage partner as it is through a attached condition of choosing the right casket. The impulse of true loves
moves his to choose the lead casket! Act 1 introduces the plays main complication, but it also sets the tone for
comic expectation by establishing upward rhythm of comedy in each of its three scenes. However, it is simply
too easy to label Shylock as a hate driven moneygrubber bent on killing Antonio. Shylock is a wealthy Jewish
moneylender in Venice. In this play Shakespeare seems to have obtained the highest use of his powers as a
playwright, his faculties as a poet and philosopher seem to be approaching their grand maturity without losing
the ardor and hopefulness of youth. Antonio by lending money at no interest had thwarted Shylock in his bid
to acquire even more gold, which he valued more than anything else. All these elements are typical of
tragicomedy. The Dukes chair would be with arms and pen holder in front of him. In The Merchant of Venice
, Antonio is presented as the hero, and Shylock the villain, but neither is within the circle of marriages at the
end of Act V. Here Antonio has a melancholic humour. He was hindered and insulted by Antonio for which he
wants to kill the merchant. At this point, we beg for Shylock to practice a truly humane principle, thus
teaching his tormentors then true meaning of religion. She then spends extravagantly the money her father had
earned so carefully. The males enacted all the female roles, and when they disguised themselves as males it
was bound to be extremely funny. But news of Antonio being in danger meant postponing of the honeymoon
meant the harmonious society promised by the conventions of Romantic comedy is not fulfilled, and Portia
suffer financially and emotionally. Considering these facts, and excluding the problem of Shakespeare's
treatment of Antonio, The Merchant of Venice stands as a near-perfect example of Shakespeare's comic
pattern. In fact, Antonio's depression exposed at the beginning of the play seems unresolved at the end, and he
goes on his melancholy way, as he supposes he must. He evokes an interest that is beyond the scope of the
play. There was also a predominance of young people in Romantic comedies and many pairs of lovers and
multiple marriages were present. His thrust for revenge suggests an anger that a petty spirit could not feel. In
return he wants blood. Posted by Denise Covey at. Still one might find it hard to censure Jessica and we justify
her actions because of the treatment met out to her by Shylock. If he really is the hero of the play, and if
Shakespeare's comedies are always to end on a happy tone, can The Merchant of Venice really be considered a
true comedy, leaving Antonio as melancholy and alone as he began? Sound system: all actors wearing small
microphones. Portia here is the epitome of wit, courage and adventure. Still one might find it hard to censure
Jessica and we justify her actions because of the treatment met out to her by Shylock Shylock becomes the
victim of his own stubborn cruelty; he loses everything even his faith.


